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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Stars have always fascinated us. Those lights, twinkling in the dark, have permanently 

amazed us. In the early times we created figures, developed religions and shaped 

romantic stories around them. We’ve gazed, looked, trying to figure them out, to 

understand them and capture their beauty. Through the years, by studying them, we have 

gained knowledge, insight, which we now use to formulate theories about their origin, their 

nature and the way they develop. Today, we are still astonished, but we keep exploring, 

looking for answers, formulating new questions. 

 

As our exploration continues, we require new instruments, new devices to watch, measure 

and detect phenomena. From optical devices as Galileo’s telescope we have evolved to 

radio telescopes and spectrographs (to mention a few), both, in and outside the 

atmosphere. We started with our naked eye and today, through different tools, we can 

detect the whole electromagnetic spectrum. The goal is simple: detect new phenomena 

with greater accuracy and increase our understanding of the universe. This way, perhaps, 

we will comprehend the beginning of things and the way everything will evolve. 

  

Radio astronomy1, although a recent development, has proven useful to understand those 

lights shining in the night sky. Radio waves, emitted by heavenly bodies, enable us to 

detect and measure several astral phenomena. Fluctuations in the electric and magnetic 

                                                 
1 Radio astronomy is the study of heavenly bodies by receiving radio waves from them. 
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fields are related to different events and, as such, by measuring and studying them, we are 

able to understand stars and create new theories. 

 

This project’s objective is to build a two element radio interferometer, not as a research 

equipment, but as a demonstrative device to be used by the Solar Astrophysics Group at 

Universidad de Los Andes in Bogotá, Colombia. The interferometer, made up of two Yagi 

Uda antennas, several amplifiers, filters and circuits, is intended to work at a frequency of 

326.5 MHz, therefore detecting some solar phenomena (i.e. strong solar burst or the sun’s 

transit by this stationary antenna system).  

 

In this document I will describe the device, the general process followed to build it, the 

materials required and the major difficulties encountered in its construction. Even though, 

this interferometer is not a complex instrument, its assembly has taken a lot of time. 

Several factors have summed up to extend the project’s length and alter its development. 

However, today it is assembled and working properly. I do hope students at the University 

will benefit from it, and I will be very pleased if it motivates a few to engage on research 

activities so they will keep looking for answers. 
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2 INTERFEROMETER’S STRUCTURE 

 

 

The interferometer is constructed to create an interference pattern between radio waves 

coming from the sun. Briefly, it consists of two Yagi-Uda dipole antennas (see section 2.1) 

connected to two receivers2. Each receiver filters and amplifies the signal and then 

converts the radio frequency (RF) to an intermediate frequency (IF) by using signal 

mixing3. In this conversion, the frequency is reduced making the signals easier to work 

with.  

 

Both receivers are made up of three main parts: a front end radio frequency (RF) part, a 

local oscillator (LO) and a back end intermediate frequency (IF) part (see block diagram on 

Figure 1). The RF stage uses the radio frequency signal received from the source, 

amplifies it and then applies a proper filter. Amplification is done since the signal coming 

from the source is very weak. Also, the signal is filtered to cut off undesired frequencies 

and select the appropriate one. The IF part, works with a lower frequency (the IF) obtained 

after mixing the RF with the LO. It also amplifies and selects the signal but includes an 

attenuator, to reduce the signal power and make it appropriate for analysis. 

 

The interferometer’s block diagram is shown on Figure 1. It can be seen that, in total, the 

interferometer has nearly 30 components: two Yagi Uda antennas, 10 amplifiers, four 

                                                 
2 It is a two-element interferometer since it is made up of two receivers. 

3 This type of receivers are called super heterodyne receivers. 
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filters, four power splitters/combiners, three mixers, two attenuators, one local oscillator 

and two DC amplifiers. Each component is described in the following sections, where I 

mention its general structure, its functioning and its working conditions. 

 

Before proceeding, it is worth mentioning that this interferometer is similar to one built at 

India by S. Raja Singh to obtain his Master of Philosophy from Madurai Kamaraj 

University4. The initial designs is taken from Mr. Singh’s work, but in this case several 

circuits have been replaced with recent designs, including several chips not available 

before and thus facilitating the job. 

                                                 
4 S. Raja Singh. Two Element Radio Interferometer. Madurai Kamaraj University. 1994. 
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Figure 1: Interferometer’s block diagram 
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2.1 Yagi Uda Antennas 

 

If you look around your city, you will probably see hundreds of Yagi Uda antennas. These 

are familiar as the commonest kind of terrestrial TV antenna to be found on the rooftops of 

houses. You can easily picture them and verify the simplicity of their structure: they have a 

supporting longer rod and several transversal rods that receive (transmit) the waves. The 

rod lengths, in a Yagi Uda, are about a half wavelength each, and the spacing of the 

elements are about 1/3 of a wavelength. In this particular case, the antennas are built to 

operate at a frequency of 326.5 MHz, corresponding to a 0.9188 m wavelength (λ).   

 

The Yagi Udas have three kinds of elements (or rods) mounted on a longitudinal 

connecting bar (or rod) (see Figure 2). The three types of element are termed the driving 

element, the reflector(s) and the director(s)5. Only the driving element is connected directly 

to the feeder, while the other elements couple to the transmitter power through the local 

electromagnetic fields which induce currents in them. The driving element is often a folded 

dipole, which by itself would have a driving point impedance of about 300 ohms to the 

feeder. Fortunately, this impedance is reduced by the shunting effect of the other 

elements, so a typical Yagi-Uda has driving point impedance in the range 20-90 ohms. 

 

On its part, the connecting rod acts as the support structure. It doesn't matter if it conducts 

or not, as it is orientated at right angles to the currents in the elements and to the radiating 

electric fields. Hence, it supports little or no current, and does not contribute to the 

                                                 
5 The directors are used to improve reception in the forward direction, while the reflector improves 

directivity. 
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radiation. It does not matter what it is made of other than that it should have good 

structural properties. If it is made of conducting metal as are the elements, it can be 

connected electrically to the directors and to the reflector (but not to the driving element) 

without disturbing any of the properties of the antenna.  

 

 

Figure 2. Yagi-Uda antenna configuration 

 

To design the antennas to work at a 326.5 MHz frequency, we used Table 3 in Chapter 9 

of Antenna Theory and Design by Constantine A. Balanis6. There, we obtained the 

following specifications: 

                                                 
6 Balanis, Constantine A. Antenna theory: analysis and design. John Wiley and Sons. 1982. 

Directors Reflector Driving 
element 

y

z 

y 

ln

1 2 3 6 4 5

sn, n-1
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Table 1. Directivity optimization for 6 element Yagi-Uda dipole antenna 

•  Spacing between active element l2 and reflector l1 (s21) = 0.250λ 
•  Spacing between element ln-1 and element ln (sn, n-1) = s32 = s43 = s54 = s65 = 0.310λ;
•  Radius of the rods (a) = 0.003369λ 

 L1/λ L2/λ L3/λ L4/λ L5/λ L6/λ Directivity in dB 
Initial array 0.510 0.490 0.430 0.430 0.430 0.430 10.93 

 

From this data we performed the following calculations: 

 

Total length of the driving element l2 = 0.490λ 
= 0.490 x 91.88  
= 45.021 cm 
≈ 45 cm 
 

Total length of the reflector l1 = 0.510λ 
= 0.510 x 91.88  
= 46.858 cm 
≈≈≈≈ 47 cm 
 

Total length of the directors l3=l4=l5=l6 = 0.430λ 
= 0.430 x 91.88  
= 39.508 cm 
≈ 40 cms 
 

Spacing between active element l2 and reflector l1 (s21). = 0.250λ  
= 0.250x91.88 
= 22.97 cm 
≈ 23 cm 
 

Spacing between driving element l2 and director l3 (s32) 
 

= 0.310λ 
= 0.310 x 91.88 cm 
= 28.482 
≈ 28.50 cm 
 

Spacing between director l3 and director l4 (s43) 
spacing between director l4 and director l5 (s54). 
spacing between director l5 and director l6 (s65). 
 
s32=s43=s54=s65 

= 0.310λ ≈ 28.50 cm 
= 0.310λ ≈ 28.50 cm 
= 0.310λ ≈ 28.50 cm 

Radius of the rod (a) = 0.003369λ 
= 0.003369 x 91.88 cm 
= 0.3095 cm 
≈ 0.31 cm 
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Using these dimensions, the six-element Yagi Uda dipole antenna is assembled. Each 

element is an aluminum rod of radius 0.31 cm attached to a one inch aluminum pipe of 

length 1.5 m. 

 

 

2.2 Amplifiers 

 

Throughout the receiver, the signal is amplified several times. On the RF stage it is 

amplified three times, while on the IF part, two (see block diagram Figure 1). The 

amplification, both, on the RF and IF parts, is done by a specially designed circuit using 

MAR-6, a low-noise and high-gain chip manufactured by Mini Circuits 

(http://www.minicircuits.com) (see Appendix A for specifications). These amplifiers have 

one MAR-6, thus providing a 20 dB gain. The MAR-6 needs only +12 V and is drawing 16 

mA current for maximum gain. The amplifiers circuit diagram is shown on Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3: MAR-6 Amplifiers 
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The RF amplifier amplifies the incoming radio signal from the dipole before its frequency is 

changed. Its main purpose is to provide an efficient coupling between the antenna and the 

IF section. It also amplifies the energy from the radio wave and enables good frequency 

selectivity.  

 

2.3 RF Filter 

 

Selection of the proper signal is done through this filter. With an operating frequency of 

326.5 MHz and a bandwidth of 20 MHz, it eliminates undesired signals coming from the 

antenna. It is a passive filter composed of capacitors and inductances, and from the circuit 

diagram on Figure 4, it can be seen that six capacitors are variable. The original design 

included Johnson and Johansson variable capacitors but they were replaced with more 

common parts. This implied a slight change on the capacitance ranges, from 2-22 pF to 0-

50 pF, but also reduced costs and construction times since these were readily available. 

 

The variable capacitors are used to tune the filter so it will match the operating conditions 

required (f=326.5 MHz). The calibration of the filter must be carefully done either by 

observing the output signal on an oscilloscope (which is sometimes difficult since most 

oscilloscopes do not support such high frequencies), or by employing the mixer (see 

following section) and analyzing the IF obtained after combining a 296.5 MHz signal with 

the RF generated by another LO.  
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Figure 4. RF Filter 

 

2.4 Mixer 

 

Once filtered and amplified, the RF is mixed with the signal generated by the local 

oscillator (LO) (see following section). The LO signal has a frequency of 296.5 MHz and 

when mixed with the RF, produces two signals: RF+LO and RF-LO. The first, has a 

frequency of 623.0 MHz (326.5+296.5 MHz) and the second, of 30 MHz (326.5-296.5 

MHz). The difference is known as the intermediate frequency (IF) which is then passed to 

the IF amplifier. The sum signal (RF+LO) is filtered using a band pass filter (see section 

2.7).  

 

This mixer is made up of a single chip, SRA-1, developed by Mini Circuits, that works 

between 0 and 500 MHz. For its specifications, pin diagram and working conditions, 

please refer to Appendix A, where the manufacturer’s specifications are included. 
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2.5 Local Oscillator 

 

As mentioned before, the RF is mixed with a signal generated by the local oscillator (LO). 

This mixing is what makes the receiver super heterodyne. In principle, each receivers 

requires a LO to create the IF. However, in this case only one LO is used, but its signal is 

splitted and directed to each receiver. Usually a crystal controlled oscillator is used since it 

has high frequency stability.  

 

This particular LO is an integrated circuit, POS-400, developed by Mini Circuits (see 

Appendix A for specifications). The POS-400 is a voltage controlled oscillator with an 

operating frequency from 200 to 400 MHz. To obtain the required frequency (f=296.5 MHz) 

a specific voltage must be supplied (≈8.4V). This voltage must be checked before 

proceeding to assure proper functioning of the interferometer since it’s working conditions 

can vary slightly. The most convenient way to do so, is to measure the oscillator’s 

response to various tuning voltages and determine the corresponding value. The results 

obtained in this case are shown on Figure 5. It can be seen that the oscillator’s response is 

almost linear, specially in the mid-range frequencies. Nonetheless, as the working 

frequency reaches the chip’s limits, the linearity is reduced. 
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Behavior of Voltage Controlled Oscillator
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Figure 5. Behavior of the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) at various tuning voltages. 

 

2.6 Attenuator 

 

After the IF is amplified, it is passed through filters to attenuate the unwanted noise. If the 

power level is too high, it is reduced by the attenuator. The attenuator consists of a series 

of two-position switches connected to several resistances in a special arrangement. It is 

intended to reduce the strength of a radio frequency by a desired amount without causing 

appreciable distortion. The diagram and the resistances’ values are shown on Figure 67. 

With the resistance configuration included in the Figure, the attenuator provides a 

maximum loss of 16 dB. 

                                                 
7 Taken from: Shanmugaraju A; Umapathy S. Constructional aspects of the analog part of a 

receiver for a solar radio spectrograph. Indian Journal of Pure and Applied Physics. Vol 3, April 

1995, pp. 225-224. 
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Figure 6: Attenuator 

 

2.7 IF Filter 

 

After leaving the mixer, two signals coexist: RF+LO and RF-LO. The first is removed by 

employing a pass-band filter centered at 30 MHz with a bandwidth of 4 MHz. This filter 

also uses a variable capacitor so it can be properly tuned to match the required 

characteristics. The circuit diagram is as follows (see Figure 7): 

 

Figure 7: IF Filter 
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This filters are tuned by connecting a known power signal at various frequencies and 

analyzing the output signal. In this case, the input signal is varied in the 15-45 MHz range 

and, while varying the capacitance, the output is observed in an oscilloscope. Once the 

maximum is located at 30 MHz, the calibration is completed. 

 

2.8 Power Splitter/Combiner 

 

The power splitter/combiner either splits one signal or combines two signals. In the 

interferometer, it is used to perform both tasks. An integrated circuit (PSC-2-1), also 

manufactured by Mini Circuits, is used (for specifications and pin diagram refer to 

Appendix A). One splitter is used next to the local oscillator to divide the LO between the 

two receivers. This way, only one local oscillator is required. The same happens to the DC 

amplifier. The two PSC-2-1 located at the end of the receivers combine the signals. 

 

 

 

2.9 The PCBs 

 

For those who aren’t familiar with the term, PCB stands for Printed Circuit Board. A PCB is 

a mechanical assembly consisting of layers of fiberglass sheet laminated with etched 

copper patterns (in other words, fiberglass covered with a thin layer of copper). It is used 

to mount electronic parts in a rigid manner suitable for packaging.  

 

All the interferometer’s circuits are mounted on double sided PCBs (with copper on both 

sides of the fiberglass) to increase the conducting area and hence provide more material 
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to create the circuit’s electrical ground. The PCBs’ sizes were standardized to reduce the 

expenses associated with the aluminum boxes (see section 2.10). Each PCB is 6.2 cm x 

5.0 cm.  

 

Manually building the PCBs is a time consuming task. After designing them (that is, 

drawing the circuits), isolating tape is placed on them, where the circuit diagram is 

sketched. Tape is removed from those parts in which copper should be removed and then 

they are placed on a FeCl3 solution to dissolve copper. The PCBs are then cleaned and 

sanded to make the surface uniform. Drilling comes next, and here the holes, where all the 

parts will be attached, are made. Afterwards, the individual components are soldered to 

the PCB and tested for connectivity. This is the first test to be performed to assure that all 

the parts are properly connected and no areas have inadequate potentials. This will also 

guarantee that the signals will travel smoothly through the circuit. 

 

 

2.10 The boxes 

 

The interferometer’s circuits must be electrically isolated to avoid distortion of the incoming 

signal (acquisition of unnecessary noise). To do so, (1) the circuits are placed on 

aluminum boxes especially built for each part; (2) are grouped and stored on a cabinet to 

protect them from electrical interference; and (3) high shielding, short length cables are 

used. In the original design (from India), several boxes were of different size, but to reduce 

costs, in this case, they were all standardized (6.5cm x 6.5 cm x 4 cm) (see Figure 8). This 

change was performed after designing all the PCBs, fixing their sizes and evaluating the 

area required by each.  
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Figure 8: Diagram of the aluminum boxes 

 

 

 

2.11 The connectors and cable 

 

All the interferometer’s parts, once placed in the aluminum boxes, are connected using 

Type N male and female connectors and RG-58 coaxial cable. The female connectors are 

surface mountable so they can easily be attached to the boxes. Cable, as mentioned 

before, is high shielding, and short segments are made to reduce noise. All connectors are 

soldered to the PCBs and fixed to the boxes.  
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3 CONSTRUCTION PROCESS 

 

 

The construction process took nearly a year. Not because of the interferometer’s 

complexity but because (1) the designs were slightly changed at the beginning, (2) some 

parts were hard to find or weren’t available in Colombia and had to be imported, and (3) 

the purchasing and importing activities were slow due to administrative requirements. 

 

As mentioned before, the original design was taken from the interferometer built at India by 

Mr. Raja Singh. After reviewing the designs and searching for some parts, we found out 

that the amplifiers, mixers, combiners and local oscillator could be replaced by chips 

(MAR-6. SRA-1, PSC-2-1 and POS-400 respectively) to reduce the interferometers 

complexity.  

 

This change led to the second difficulty encountered: the unavailability of the required 

materials. All these ICs (integrated circuits) were not available in Colombia and had to be 

imported from the US, directly from the manufacturer (Mini Circuits). Getting the necessary 

quotations from Mini Circuits was a long, stressful job, since they weren’t very cooperative. 

The first parts (POS-400 and MAR-6) were imported directly, but the others (including 

RFCs -radio frequency chokes- not available in the local market) had to be purchased 

through an intermediary. The process took several months, and once the purchases were 

made, nearly a month went by before the parts arrived. 
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The last major difficulty was related to administrative procedures of the purchasing 

process. The quotations, for example, had to satisfy a specific format which not all 

suppliers had, forcing me to look for new vendors and consequently alter the process. 

Also, specifically to purchase some parts from Mini Circuits, the University’s Purchasing 

Department demanded specific information that was never submitted by the company. 

After a while, this operation was cancelled and the intermediary was contacted. 

 

Returning to the construction process, it had three major stages: design, implementation 

and testing that were repeated several times for the various components of the 

interferometer (i.e. circuits, boxes, antennas, etc.). During Design, the circuit diagrams 

were drafted, the boxes sketched, the PCBs drawn and the antennas pictured. This 

implies mainly conceptual work with the intention of reducing troubles in the following 

stages and defining the characteristics of all the components. Its importance is huge: if 

some part is not properly designed, it will affect all others, traumatize the implementation 

and affect the interferometer’s functioning. 

 

Implementation implies the construction of all the parts: here the boxes are built, the PCBs 

are created, the circuits soldered and the antennas fixed. This stage is long, since in my 

case, it required a lot of manual work to cut, fold, solder and attach the different parts. The 

construction of the PCBs, as mentioned, was a time consuming job demanding a lot of 

manual work and skills to drill and solder the components.  

 

Finally, testing is about verifying that the previous work is properly done. The filters must 

filter, the amplifiers amplify and the antennas receive. If not, the problem is diagnosed and 

the cycle starts again. The first test performed on every PCB was to assure connectivity 

and make sure that all the parts were properly soldered. Afterwards, each individual 
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component is tested to assure proper functioning. They are tested by connecting a known 

power signal at various frequencies and analyzing the output signal. The pass-band 30 

MHz filters, for example, were tested with a signal in the 15-45 MHz range. To achieve the 

convenient operating frequency (30 MHz) the variable capacitors are adjusted. 

 

Appendix B describes the sequence of activities done to construct the interferometer. 

Notice that this are not linear and the three stage cycle is repeated several times. 

 

Once all the individual parts are working properly, the interferometer is fully assembled. 

The antennas must be separated by a 30 m distance and must be east-west aligned to 

follow the sun’s trajectory. The receivers are placed indoors and are connected to the 

antennas through coaxial cable. 
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4 Lessons learned 

 

 

More than conclusions or advancements on a particular subject, this project has left 

several lessons. They are very valuable for the Physics Department and for me, and they 

will certainly make thing easier for the next time. I mention them since I strongly believe 

the Department will initiate similar projects in the near future, and the best way to do so, is 

to leverage current knowledge and experiences. 

 

This project was about building something rather than investigating, even though it will 

enable investigation and required a lot of research. It is an experimental work, not a 

theoretical one, and as such it has many implications not present in the former or present 

in a slightly different way. Some may seem evident but are not usually kept in mind. Here, I 

list a few: 

 

•  Since many resources have to be used, project management becomes an 

essential skill. The three stage cycle described above (design, implement and test), 

though obvious, is usually skipped to speed things up. It doesn’t work. After a 

while, the lack of planning will create difficulties that can’t be easily solved. Some 

are: not having the elements ready when required, having to make lots of changes 

in the device, things not matching properly, etc. In this scenario, as others, 

planning is an essential tool to reduce the risks associated with the project. 
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•  In addition, the margin for error is high and many eventualities can affect the 

development of the project. Many variables affect the project (time, resources, 

performance specifications) and they can’t all be considered initially. This, 

precisely, because the project starts as a vision whose road is constructed daily, 

and as it evolves, new requirements emerge or situations change. 

•  Related to the last, the project involves a lot of learning and problem solving. In this 

case, the physics underneath aren’t very complex, but transforming them into 

practice requires learning: learning new skills (i.e. manual abilities, new fields of 

science) or different ways to do the things (perhaps changing the sequence of 

activities to be more efficient). 

•  Besides, usually things do not work properly the first time. Circuits must be tested 

and also must be redone to assure proper functioning. 

•  This leads to the following: activities must be planned and performed with time. 

Construction and testing are time consuming and since the risk is high, time acts as 

the best way to deal with it. 

•  Finally, and very important, once everything is done, it is very, very fulfilling. After 

hard work the initial vision becomes a reality. From an idea it evolved into an 

instrument, something real, tangible, that many can use and get to know. It’s 

merely personal satisfaction, but it is priceless. 

 

After working on the interferometer for a long time, I am pleased. It has been a lot of work, 

but the job is finally done. I do recommend experimental projects as degree works. The 

task will not be easy, and will perhaps require more work, the rewards will be great. A lot of 

planning is necessary, and recommended, but once everything starts and begins to shape, 

it will flow smoothly.
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APPENDIXES 

 

 

Appendix A: Specifications of the integrated circuits 

 

The interferometer uses several integrated circuits (IC) manufactured by Mini Circuits 

(http://www.minicircuits.com), whose specifications are included here: 

•  MAR-6: The MAR-6 is a high gain RF amplifier. The following are its specifications 

which can also be found at: http://www.minicircuits.com/cgi-

bin/spec?cat=amplifier&model=MAR-6&pix=vv105.gif&bv=4 

•  SRA-1: The mixer’s properties are included below. Also, they can be detailed and 

viewed at http://www.minicircuits.com/cgi-bin/spec?cat=mixer&model=SRA-

1&pix=a01.gif&bv=4 

•  POS-400: The specifications of this voltage controlled oscillator can be seen at: 

http://www.minicircuits.com/cgi-bin/spec?cat=vco&model=POS-

400&pix=a06.gif&bv=4. 

•  PSC-2-1: This chip’s properties can be detailed at http://www.minicircuits.com/cgi-

bin/spec?cat=splitter&model=PSC-2-1&pix=a01.gif&bv=4 
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MAR-6: RF Amplifier 
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SRA-1: Mixer 
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POS-400: Voltage controlled oscillator 
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PSC-2-1: Power splitter/combiner 
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Appendix B: Activities followed to build the interferometer 

 

This appendix lists all the activities done to build the interferometer. They are presented in 

the order in which they were executed, following a linear process. However, many of this 

tasks can be performed simultaneously depending on the availability of resources and 

people. Also, note that the three-stage cycle (design, implementation and testing) is 

repeated several times for different components. 

 

•  Get circuit designs. 

•  Make the list of materials 

•  Search for suppliers 

•  Get quotations and comply with administrative requirements. 

•  Purchase materials. 

•  Design PCBs 

•  Create PCBs. (removing the copper, drilling, and sanding). 

•  Solder the components, being extremely careful to avoid overheating and thus 

damaging the parts 

•  Design the boxes so that all PCBs and circuits will fit 

•  Build the boxes (have them made) 

•  Test the components for connectivity and proper functioning (without fixing them to 

the box),  

•  Fix the PCBs height on the boxes 

•  Fix the female connectors to the boxes 
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•  Solder the PCBs to the boxes by soldering the connectors to the plates. 

•  Test again (but now with the circuits inside the boxes). 

•  Build the cables 

•  Connect the cables 

•  Purchase antenna parts 

•  Build the antenna 

•  Final Setup 

•  Test the fully assembled interferometer 

•  Record some data 


